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KinderTrack4-NY Release Notes

Version: 4.2.5

SPR # State Problem Solution

Standard Fixes
 45677 NY When checking the Show RMR checkbox on the 

Payment page, the RMR rates that are displayed are 

not always the rates used in the payment calculation. 

This happens when the provider is in a different RMR 

region than the district calculating the payment.  

CAS-01702-J7Q1N

Modified the Show RMR section of the Payment page so 

that it used the county that the provider is located in, not 

the district of the person calculating the payment.

 50354 NY Corrected a page navigation issue on the Admin > RMR 

page that would cause the page to stay in History mode.

 50377 NY Corrected an issue with the Family Summary Report that 

could cause blank reports when there should be data 

returned on the report. CAS-02089-C3T3W

 50389 NY Several Counties have had profiles with duplicate 

names; Standard, Default, etc. This has caused 

problems when selecting the profile while creating 

schedules, which leads to Notice and Payment issues.

Added a business rule that does not allow a Profile record 

to be saved with a duplicate name. This will ensure that 

workers modify an existing profile instead of adding a 

duplicate.

 50396 NY In situations were a family is not effective as of the date 

that a worker is trying to back date a schedule to, the 

system throws an error and then does not allow them to 

continue. CAS-02091-V3Z1H

Added a business rule that ensures that the family is active 

as of the new start date of the schedule. If not, the system 

will let the worker cancel, and then correct the issue.

 50426 NY In some situations were notices are effective in the 

future, the Status of the notice is displayed incorrectly 

on the notice page. This is a display issue only, and the 

notice actions are correctly applied regardless of the 

status displayed. CAS-02093-L6B1V

Modified the stored procedure used to determine the status 

of a notice.

 50454 NY In situations where only child income is used, and the 

notice has a future effective date, the income amount 

may be incorrect on the notice. CAS-02098-G6K1J

Corrected an issue with the stored procedure used to get 

income amounts for notices.

 50459 NY In certain situations, the payment characteristics and 

amount for overridden payments were not being saved 

correctly. This caused the characteristics and amount to 

not display properly. CAS-02099-X2S4R

Corrected an issue in the stored procedure used when 

saving overridden payments.

 50468 NY In Onondaga County only, there are situations were a 

change in family fee would take effect on a date other 

than the notice effective date. This happened when a 

notice was created with one effective date, and then the 

effective date is changed.

Modified the custom Onondaga Notice to always use the 

Notice Effective date for the Family Share date.

 50564 NY Corrected an issue with the Provider GIS Coordinates 

report that would cause the report to not print.
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 50570 NY When calculating payments, users have the ability to 

check a flag called "Override Weekly Limit" to override 

the max hours per week in a schedule and pay any 

additional hours that may exist over the max hours.

Currently, when copying attendance from one sibling to 

another on the Payment>Payment screen, that flag 

does not remain checked for the second child, if it was 

checked for the first child.

Modified the copy function so that if the Override Weekly 

Limit box is checked, it will be copied and set on the new 

payment.

 50713 NY In certain situations, when calculating the second half of 

a split week payment where the provider type or profile 

has changed, the system cannot determine what rates 

to use.

Modified the payment calculator so that it will now get the 

correct rate type in this situation.

 50734 NY If a district modifies settings on the Admin > District 

Settings page, saves it with a new effective date, and 

then deletes the previous record, the system throws an 

Unhandled Exception error.

Modified the stored procedure used for deleting records on 

that page.

 50747 NY Corrected an issue with the payment calculator when the 

Additional Family Fee amount is $0.00.

 50759 NY In situations where a provider changes RMR regions in 

the middle of a payment, the system uses the RMR 

region as of the beginning of the payment for the whole 

billing period.

Modified the payment calculator to get the RMR region for 

the provider as of the first paid day of each week.

 51917 NY When trying to view adjusted payments where the 

Additional Family Fee Description was longer than 20 

characters, users received an error message.

Increased the database field size to 50 characters to 

correct a field size mismatch for the Additional Family Fees 

Description.

 51962 NY Modified the CSOS Application Import logic to exclude 

matches on blank case numbers.
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